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ECG KM 1412 Aromatico
Electric coffee grinder
Product code: 100000705385
EAN: 8592131307704









Professional flat steel burr head to ensure precise
grinding

18 grind settings
2 - 12 Cups Capacity
Quick and easy cleaning and maintenance

 Professional flat steel burr head to
ensure precise grinding for rich coffee

aroma
 18 grind settings from fine to coarse for

delicious espresso also drip coffee
 Transparent large hopper holds up to

240 g coffee beans
 Removable transparent coffee powder

container

 Amount control knob to set portions
from 2 to 12 cups

 Autostop function
 Container hold up to 140 g coffee

powder (12 cups)
 Power cable storage space
 Stable work position thanks Anti-slip

feet
 Quick and easy cleaning and

maintenance thanks to detachable parts

 Partial stainless steel design

 200 W powerful motor
 Coffee bean hopper capacity: max. 240

g
 Ground coffee container capacity: max.

140 g
 Nominal voltage: 220-240 V~ 50/60 Hz

 Power input: 200 W
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Technical specifications

Input power (W) 200-250

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 220-240 ~ 50/60

Grind system Flat burr

Power Cord length
(cm) 85

Product specifications

Coffe beans capacity
(g) 240

Stainless steel blades Yes

Grinder setting No

Digital display No

Transparent lid Yes

Non-slip feet Yes

Power Cord Yes

Design

Colour White/Silver

Material Stainless/ABS plastic

Accessories

Power cord Yes

Plastic cover lid Yes
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Freshly ground coffee every morning
Do you love the smell of freshly ground coffee and can't imagine starting a new day without your favorite
beverage? Coffee clearly belongs to every morning. The ECG KM 1412 Aromatico coffee grinder will help you
with perfect grinding. It is equipped with special grinding stones that preserve the rich aroma of coffee. A powerful
200W motor also contributes significantly to great results.  

You can prepare tailor-made coffee thanks to the rotary knob at the top of the grinder. You can easily set the coarseness of the grind
up to 18 levels. All depends on your preferences.

Above standard capacity
Despite its relatively compact dimensions (height only 26.5 cm), the ECG grinder is equipped with a sufficiently large and
transparent coffee bean hopper. Removable hopper holds up to 240 g of coffee beans.  

The ground coffee holder with capacity 140 g is extra large. To give you an idea, you can make from this full container up
to 12 cups of coffee for a larger amount of visitors.

Quick and easy cleaning
The ECG KM 1412 Aromatico coffee grinder is very easy to clean in difference to other models. Therefore its
maintenance is not only simple, but quick as well.  

The grinder is equipped with the automatic shutoff function for safety reasons. Perfect stability during operation
is ensured by a solid and durable construction and practical anti-slip feet.  

The well thought out black stainless steel design is perfect for any modern household. The grinder includes a special space for storing
the power cable. So it won't get in the way when idle.
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